1. Can you name all the insects found in the Muskrat display?

2. In the American Bird exhibit, how many parents protect the Frigatebird chick?

3. Describe what the Erastus Fairbanks made of stone is wearing.

4. What two species found in the Endangered Species exhibit are now officially extinct?

5. How many eggs are on display in the Artic display?

6. Find the Museum’s “Did You See That?” exhibit, which Warbler is in the middle of the exhibit?

7. In the Birds of Paradise exhibit, what special feature does the Spotted Bowerbird have?

8. Which Hummingbird has the largest bill of its species?

9. The main floor has four different kinds of Bears on display, what is the name of the bear standing on his back two legs?

Thank you for participating in our Closer Look Scavenger Hunt! Please be sure to return your clipboard to the black bench.
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